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Evolution and 
Ecology



History

Before 1800 

various theories of evolution

species evolve 

Lamarck, Erasmus Darwin

After 1800

mechanism: natural selection 

Charles Darwin, Alfred R. Wallace



On the Origin of 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by Means of 
Natural Selection, 

or the Preservation of 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in the Struggle for Life

by
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M.A.,
Fellow 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Royal, Geological, Linnæan, etc. societies;

Author of Journal of researches during H. M. S. Beagle's 
Voyage round the world.

London: John Murray, 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+ Reproduction generates 
variation

+ Individuals compete

+ Traits affect individuals’ 
differential survival

= ‘Evolution by Natural 
Selection’

Darwin’s Insight
(& Wallace’s)



Early 1900s

rediscovery of Mendel’s work

phenotypes change because genotypes change 

genes remain the same

– no evolutionary change

Rediscovery of Mendel



Genes are not fixed

rare mutations modify genes

Hugo de Vries

‘Neo-Darwinian Synthesis’

fixation of mutations

Ronald A. Fischer

Synthesis



Population Genetics



Well-known standard case:

Sexual reproduction

Diploid genetics

Two alleles (dominant/recessive)

Variables: gene frequencies

Population Genetics
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Typical assumptions:

single population

simplified ecology

– most ecological aspects are subsumed in 
‘frequency dependence’ 

more realistic cases difficult to analyse

– density dependence

– population interactions

Population Genetics



Simple model



example 3



Much attention to

interaction among alleles and loci

– dominance

– modifiers

– conditions that favour polymorphism

– epistasis, linkage

– links with developmental biology

Population Genetics



Little attention to

Interactions among individuals

– Population dynamics and ecology

– Behaviour

Population Genetics
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We can select for redness 
but what about greenness???



‘Evolution is change in gene frequencies’

‘That problem has been solved long ago’

‘The big problem is to explain speciation’

Population Genetics



Game Theory



First developments during 2nd World War

Then applied to Sociology

Why do individuals cooperate?

Applied to Behavioural Ecology

Interactions among individuals

Bill Hamilton 
John Maynard Smith

Game Theory



Observation: fighting animals rarely kill

Why such restraint?

Hawk-Dove Game

Maynard Smith & Price 1971

Evolutionary Game 
Theory



Individuals may choose among a range of strategies

Sometimes finding the optimum strategy is easy

Often, however, payoffs depend on what others do

Game Theory



Hawk-Dove Game



Calculation



Graph



If pH < p* (few Hawks) then play ‘Hawk’

If pH > p* (many Hawks) then play ‘Dove’

If pH = p* both ‘Hawk’ and ‘Dove’ do equally well

A resident strategy that plays ‘Hawk’ with 
probability p* cannot be beaten

Formalised in concept of ESS

Evolutionarily Stable Strategies

John Maynard Smith,
Richard Dawkins



Evolutionary Stability

If for all strategies J ≠ I

W(I|I) > W(J|I) 

then strategy I is an ESS

If W(I|I) = W(J|I) then I is ESS if W(I|J) > W(J|J)

Maynard Smith & Price’s second condition. 



Caricature:

‘The fitness of an individual depends

on the strategies it adopts

(which can be either pure or mixed)

but also depends on the resident strategies

according to the payoff function’ 

Evolutionary Game Theory



Problems

where do the strategies come from?

– Physiology?

– Developmental genetics?

– Behaviour? 

– Life History Theory?

where does the payoff function come from?

Evolutionary Game Theory



Where does the payoff function come from?

Fitness = Lifetime reproductive succces

If Fitness > 1 ⇒ Invasion

Evolutionary Game Theory



Life History Theory



Life History Theory

All organisms grow, reproduce and eventually die

Given finite resources, how should an individual 
invest in growth, reproduction and survival

Kooijman

Since 1960s : Evolutionary Life History Theory

Eric Charnov, Steve Stearns



Life History Theory

Population-level view:

Net rate of reproduction: r = b – d

– where the rates of reproduction b and 
mortality d may depend on environmental 
conditions

A population invades if (and only if) 
r is positive



Life History Theory

Individual-level view

A population increases on average an 
individual has more than one offspring

Average lifetime: 1/d

Expected lifetime reproductive success 
or ‘Basic Reproduction Ratio’ R = b/d



Life History Theory

Hypothesis

Natural Selection maximizes R0 = b/d

Basic Reproduction Ratio

Most theory is about how individuals might 
achieve this



Life History Theory

Caricature

‘Individuals try to maximize their lifetime 
reproductive success by adopting the optimal 
allocation of resources into reproduction and 
survival.’



Medical Application: HIV



Medical Application: HIV
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Medical Application: HIV



Medical Application: HIV



Medical Application: HIV

Linear model

Dominant eigenvalue λ

Solution converges to 

Virus increases if λ > 0, decreases if λ < 0



Medical Application: HIV

Fig. 4. Reduction of virus production by CTL. (a) Expected
survival of infected cells as a function of age since infection,
in the presence of CTL that either attack from age aV =0.3
onward (left curve), or from age aV =0.9 onward (right curve);
both eliminate infected cells at rate =3.0/day. The virus’ R0

is proportional to amount of virus produced (shaded areas:
light in absence of CTL, intermediate for late-acting CTL,
dark for early-acting CTL). (b) Critical reduction [difference
between the shaded areas in panel (a)] of R0 that is neces-
sary for control of the infection. Also indicated is how the
virus’ R0 depends on the rate of infection m. (c) Combina-
tions of the moment of becoming vulnerable (aV) and the tar-
get cell elimination rate ( ) that result in control. In the
shaded area R0 1 for the case where the infection rate m
=12; the curves indicate how the area changes with infection
rate (m =6, 12 or 24).

example). Although Rev-CTL have a slightly larger
impact on virus production/infection cycle, these calcu-
lations do not resolve whether R0 1 can be achieved. In
Fig. 4b, the fraction of virus production that has to be
prevented to meet this criterium (shaded area) has been
calculated as function of the viral reproduction capacity
(R0 or m). At low viral reproduction ratio, a small reduc-
tion of the amount of virus produced will suffice. How-
ever, virus production should be reduced by more than
97% during each infection cycle at moderate infection
rates, like for HIV-1 in T cells (m=12–14).

If vulnerability develops at other times than analyzed
above, the required to achieve R0 1 changes (Fig. 4c).
For CTL directed against early expressed epitopes, an
in the order of 2 to 3 day-1 suffices. But as there is less
time to act before onset of virion release, CTL should
eliminate infected cells at markedly higher rates. The
beneficial effect of early recognition is more pronounced
if the infection rate is larger (cf. m=6, 12, 24 in Fig. 4c).
These results indicate that CTL have a higher per cell
capacity to control HIV reproduction, if they have more
time to eliminate infected cells before onset of virion
release.

2.5 Impact of epitope expression kinetics on CTL
effectiveness in vitro

To test this in vitro, we constructed recombinant viruses
containing sequences encoding epitopes derived from
late proteins inserted into the early expressed nef gene
[21]. HIV-12.1RN contains the RT-epitope recognized by
the RT-CTL used in this study, and HIV 12.1EN contains a
previously described Env-epitope [25]. Insertion of the
epitopes did not perturb production of full-length Nef
[21] or Nef-mediated down-modulation of HLA class I
expression on the cell surface (data not shown). Cells
expressing the recombinant Nef proteins were recog-
nized by their cognate CTL [21], indicating that the epi-
topes were correctly processed and presented. Both
HIV-12.1RN and HIV-12.1EN replicated with similar kinetics
as HIV-12.1WT (Fig. 5a–d, open symbols, cf. [21]).

TCL2H7 cells were infected with HIV-12.1EN and HIV-
12.1RN, and cocultured with different numbers of RT-CTL.
The CD8/CD4 cell ratios were 1:3 and 1:50 on day 2
and declined thereafter (Fig. 5a–d). The effect of the RT-
CTL on HIV-12.1EN was dose dependent, with minimal
reduction of virus replication at low density, and a 3 to 4-
day delay at higher CD8/CD4 cell ratios (Fig. 5a, b), com-
parable with the effect in cultures infected with HIV-12.1WT

(data not shown). This indicates that the effectiveness of
RT-CTL was not affected by the Env-epitope in Nef. By
contrast, HIV-12.1RN was completely suppressed by the

Eur. J. Immunol. 2002. 32: 2644–2652 Effectiveness of HIV-specific CTL as function of antigen expression kinetics 2647

Age at which cells become vulnerable

Killing rate



Life History Theory

Generally

environment is usually taken to be constant

whereas in reality demographic rates are 
likely to be density dependent:

b = b(x,y,…), d = d(x,y,…)

Need to incorporate feedback



Life History Theory

Invasion in a dynamically changing environment

Realm of…



Ecosystem 
Dynamics



Ecosystem Dynamics

Species are fixed entities

But there are potentially many of them

Which of these can coexist?

How does it depend on their ecology?

How does it depend on external parameters?



Ecosystem Dynamics

Without ecological feedback

only one species will dominate!

species with the highest 
net rate of reproduction (r)

So how do we explain biodiversity?



Coexistence

Every species needs resources

nutrients, light, space…

species compete for these resources

Mathematical result: 

Number of species ≤ Number of resources

if populations in ecological equilibrium
	 (MacArthur in the 60s, Tilman 90s)



Coexistence

Nobody really knows how many different 
physical and chemical resources there are

But 100000000 different resources?



Nonequilibrium 
Coexistence

Many if not most ecosystems are 

not in equilibrium

but fluctuate

Fluctuating systems allow more species

Armstrong & McGehee 1980s, Weissing & Huisman 



Attractors

Every combination of species is represented by a 
dynamical system

Every dynamical system has its attractor(s)

equilibrium/periodic orbit/chaos

Hofbauer & Sigmund, Rinaldi 



Permanence

In a permanent ecosystem no species will go extinct

Every participating species will invade when rare
(ignoring ‘Humpty Dumpty’ effects)

Therefore to work out which species coexist we 
have to calculate their invasion exponent

Hofbauer & Sigmund, Rand 



Invasion exponent

If a species’ invasion exponent is positive
it will invade the ecosystem

Invasion exponents can (in principle)
be derived from the dynamical system

work out attractor without species

calculate long-term average growth rate



Ecosystem Dynamics
Caricature

‘Species dynamics depends on other species 
directly or indirectly

Biodiversity is given by how many species 
from a given species pool can invade the 
community

If no new species can invade, the community 
is saturated’

Jonathan (Joan) Roughgarden, Stuart Pimm



Population Genetics

new mutants may generate new phenotypes

Game Theory

outcome of interaction depends on conditions

Life History Theory

rare mutants will try to optimize their strategies

Ecosystem Dynamics

invasion of rare species

Important Insights



Adaptive Dynamics



Caricature

‘New mutants may appear

initially rare

whose invasion fitness

depends on the resident attractor’

Peter Hammerstein, Ilan Eshel, Hans Metz, 
David Rand, Geza Meszena,

Ulf Dieckmann,
Stefan Geritz, Eva Kisdi,

Adaptive Dynamics



Practical Method

monomorphic population trait a

resident dynamics

attractor

mutant invasion

pairwise invasibility plot (PIP)

Adaptive Dynamics



Pairwise Invasibility Plot

resident trait
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Pairwise Invasibility Plot
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Pairwise Invasibility Plot
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Pairwise Invasibility Plot
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model by Éva Kisdi & Stefan Geritz (2001)

complicated mechanistic model

simplified caricature

Asymmetric Competition



Kisdi & Geritz



summary



Singular points may be

Evolutionarily Stable

– when no mutant can invade

Convergence Stable

– when the population will evolve towards it

ES points not necessarily CS and vice versa

Hans Metz, 
David Rand,
Richard Law.

Ulf Dieckmann,
Stefan Geritz, Eva Kisdi

Adaptive Dynamics



ess vs css



classification




